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NEW QUESTION: 1
Note: This question is part of a series of question that use
the same set of answer choices. Each answer choice may be used
once, more than once, or not at all.
Your network contains an Active Directory domain. Your company

provides VPN access for multiple organizations.
You need to configure Network Policy Server (NPS) to forward
authentication requests to the appropriate organization.
What should you configure on the NPS server?
A. System Health Validators (SHVs)
B. the Windows Authentication authentication provider
C. the RADIUS Accounting accounting provider
D. the Windows Accounting accounting provider
E. the RADIUS Authentication authentication provider
F. IKEv2 client connections
G. Remediation Server groups
H. Group Policy preferences
I. Health policies
J. Connection Request policies
Answer: J
Explanation:
Connection request policies are sets of conditions and settings
that allow network administrators to designate which Remote
Authentication Dial-In User Service (RADIUS) servers perform
the authentication and authorization of connection requests
that the server running Network Policy Server (NPS) receives
from RADIUS clients. Connection request policies can be
configured to designate which RADIUS servers are used for
RADIUS accounting.
Reference:
http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc753603.aspx
This question can show up with slightly different wording or
even more limited answer choices. Focus on the fact that
Connection Request policies allow us to forward authentication
to the right domains in partnered domains.
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Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
This question requires that you evaluate the underlined text to
determine if it is correct.
By default, Windows 7 allows users with any user account to
install manual updates.
Select the correct answer if the underlined text does not make
the statement correct. Select "No change is needed" if the
underlined text makes the statement correct.
A. administrator user accounts
B. guest user accounts
C. standard user accounts
D. No change is needed.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 4
DRAG DROP
Drag the IS-IS fast convergence components on the left to the
order in which they occur on the right.
Select and Place:
Answer:
Explanation:
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